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Preface
How this Handbook is arranged…
This Handbook details the process for obtaining the approval for ordinary repair,
minor maintenance, major renovation, and new construction within the Central Avenue
Historic District of Hot Springs. It proceeds from general considerations to more specific
ones as improvements become more complicated.
Section A provides discussion and examples of architectural styles in the district.
Section B provides general information useful in determining the appropriate
steps to take in design approval. A brief history of the area and the Historic District
Commission is given along with the principles of the Central Avenue Historic District.
This section also provides information on getting started on any building alterations in
the district.
Section C provides the standards that guided the development of the design
guidelines and the basis and criteria for approval of a request.
Section D contains the design guidelines.
Section E contains actual regulations that have been adopted for particular items
in the Historic District, such as signs and billboards.
Section F defines terms used throughout the handbook that may be confusing to
the first time applicant.
This photograph shows the northerm
extremity of the Central Avenue Historic
District. The District encompasses a
variety of architectural styles,
commercial enterprises, and streetscape
elements. The Design Guidelines seek to
incorporate these elements into a
historical context.
(Photo: Urban Planning Associates, Inc., February 15, 2005)
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Section A. Architectural Styles
General
The Hot Springs Central Avenue Historic District is rich in architectural styles.
As discussed further in the history of the area in Section B, continuous development and
redevelopment occurred throughout the period of significance in the district. This section
provides a sample of some of the more predominant architectural styles in the district. It
also documents how the unique character of the Central Avenue Historic District evolved
over its colorful history.
Art Deco
The Medical Arts Building, built in 1929, is a prime example of Art Deco
architectural style that was popularized in the 1920s and 30s. This building has brick
pilasters with carved stone caps that divide the façade into five bays of different heights.
The bays stop at the 12th floor, the 15th floor, and the penthouse level. A base-relief
carving and bronze grill exist over the transom at the front entry of the building. This
building is located at 236 Central Avenue and was the tallest building in Arkansas until
1960.

The Medical Arts Building- circa 1945(above, left) and in 2005 (above, right).
(Photos : above, left – Arkansas Memory Project: Historic Hot Springs Buildings. June 25, 1985; above, right – Urban Planning
Associates, Inc. – February 15, 2005)
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Classical Revival
The DeSoto Mineral Springs Building, now the Mountain Valley Water Building,
is an example of Classical Revival architecture in the Central Avenue Historic District.
The Classical Revival architectural style is found in the columns and capitals that accent
the building. The building is the recipient of an award from the National Trust for
Historic Preservation in recognition of the accomplishment in the preservation and
restoration of architectural and cultural heritage.
The Mountain Valley Water office today.

(Photos: Urban Planning Associates, Inc., Feb. 15, 2005)
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Italianate
An example of Italianate architecture in the Central Avenue Historic District is
the Arlington Hotel. The photographs below are of the third Arlington Hotel built in the
district about 1925 and which still exists today. The Italianate architectural style of the
Arlington Hotel is represented by the building’s balanced façade, the two cupola or
towers, and the low-pitched hip roof that has overhanging eaves supported by brackets.

The Arlington Hotel (below, left) circa 1925 and (below, right) circa 1995.

(Photos: Arkansas Memory Project: Historic Hot Springs Buildings. June 25, 1995; above, right – City of Hot SpringsMike McKinnon, Public Information Assistant )
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Late 1880s and 1890s Commercial
The Rix-Adamson Building (below, left) and the Douglas Building (below, right)
represent the most typical commercial building of the late 1880s and 1890s. They are
two-story in height, constructed of brick, with elaborate pressed metal cornices.
The Rix-Adamson Building and the Douglas Building.

(Photos: Arkansas Memory Project: Historic Hot Springs Buildings. June 25, 1985; Urban Planning Associates, Inc., February 15,
2005)
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Romanesque Revival
Romanesque Revival architecture is present in the Central Avenue Historic District
and is exemplified by the Southern Club building. This building is two-story in height
and has a stone façade with arched windows with awnings.
The Southern Club Building (below, left) circa 1940 and in 2005.

(Photos: Arkansas Memory Project: Historic Hot Springs Buildings. June 25, 1985; Urban Planning Associates, Inc., February 15,
2005)
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Twentieth Century Commercial
The Dugan-Stuart Building, constructed in 1904, is a great example of Twentieth
Century Commercial architecture in the Central Avenue Historic District. This building is
five stories in height, much taller than previously constructed buildings, and is
constructed of buff brick and features terra cotta ornament.
The Dugan-Stuart Building (left) circa 1904
and (below, right) in 2005.

(Photos: Arkansas Memory Project: Historic Hot Springs Buildings. June 25, 1985; Urban Planning Associates, Inc., February 15,
2005)
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Victorian
Some of the buildings in the Central Avenue Historic District have a Victorian
architectural accent, such as the 702 Central Building shown below. The bay window
addition to the 702 Central Building adds a Victorian style element to a building that
would otherwise be a typical 1880s or 1890s commercial building. The accent of such
buildings makes the Central Avenue Historic District unique.
The 702 Central Building – 2005.

(Photo: Urban Planning Associates, Inc., February 15, 2005)
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Section B. General
Introduction
The Central Avenue Historic District comprises a portion of the Central Avenue
corridor in downtown Hot Springs, Arkansas. The enabling ordinance describes the area
as follows.
“The district begins at 205 Park Avenue, taking in the Majestic Hotel, and runs
south along the west side of Central Avenue from 110 Central to 702 Central; the
district runs from 111 Central to the Arlington Hotel on the east side of Central at
the corner of Fountain and Central Streets.”
Because of its unique history and wealth of architectural styles, the district was
placed on the National Register of Historic Places on June 25, 1985 by the United States
Secretary of the Interior.
Following the district’s designation, the Hot Springs Board of Directors appointed
the Hot Springs Historic District Commission on July 6, 1987. The Commission derives
its authority from municipal ordinance 3908 and 3944 and subsequent amendments,
which established the Central Avenue Historic District. The purposes for creation of the
district, as stated in the enabling ordinance, were to:
- Effect and accomplish the protection, enhancement and perpetuation of this area
which represents or reflects elements of the city’s cultural, social, economic, political
and cultural history;
- Safeguard the city’s historic, aesthetic and cultural heritage, as embodied and
reflected in this area;
- Stabilize and improve property values in the district;
- Foster civic pride in the beauty and accomplishments of the past;

- Protect and enhance the city’s attractions to tourists and visitors and the support and
stimulus to business and industry thereby provided;
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- Strengthen the economy of the city; and
- Promote the use of the historic district for the education, pleasure and welfare of the
people of the city.
The Commission maintains the dual mission of preserving the historic integrity of
the area while assuring that it remains a viable retail and tourist center. This Design
Guidelines Handbook – hereinafter referred to as “The Handbook” – serves as the
primary tool for the Commission in achieving its mission.
The Handbook seeks to preserve the historic heritage of the district while
allowing the fullest use possible of individual properties. The guidelines do not represent
fixed rules that arbitrarily govern maintenance, repair, renovation, or construction of
buildings in the district. Instead, they serve as guides that, if observed, will allow
property owners to operate within established and time-honored methods of historic
preservation and adaptive re-use.
The Hot Springs Historic District Commission applies the design guidelines
through the issuance of Certificates of Appropriateness. The commission receives support
in daily administration from the staff of the Hot Springs Department of Planning. The
Arkansas Historic Preservation Program provides technical assistance and advice in the
area of historic preservation. The Office of the Secretary of the Interior, particularly
through its “General Guidelines for Rehabilitation” provides principles for historic
districts. The following pages explain these goals and concepts in detail.

This photograph depicts the
streetscape scene in the Central
Avenue Historic District that
includes a wealth of architectural
styles and detail, including
historical features such as “ghost
signs.”

(Photo: Urban Planning Associates, Inc., February
15, 2005)
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Hot Springs and Central Avenue Background
Hot Springs National Park rests within an area that drew visitors long before the
first Europeans came to the American continent. As described by Marcus Phillips, in his
Indian Folklore Atlas of Hot Springs National Park:
“This place, said to be known by Native Americans as Cayes, “the place of the
waters,” or Manataka, “the valley of peace,” was a logical place for prehistoric
Indians to gather. Thought to be the dwelling place of the Great Spirit, no warrior
dared to shed blood within its sacred precincts, and it became the Mecca of the
afflicted who could bathe in the healing waters, protected by the perpetual truce.”

After the Louisiana Purchase in 1803, American settlement in the area began
quickly and was furthered by the designation of the area as a National Reservation by
President Andrew Jackson in 1832. Increased interest in the thermal waters resulted in the
area’s designation as a National Park in 1921.
By 1875, the first railroad, a narrow-gauge line known as the “Diamond Jo Line”
made access to the city much easier for tourists and for invalids coming to partake of
what were considered the healing powers of the springs. An Opera House and horse
racing track were soon added to the city. By the 1920s, Hot Springs National Park was in
its heyday, drawing visitors as disparate as Babe Ruth and Al Capone.
The first developments in the vicinity of what is now Central Avenue were a
number of bath houses. Bath House Row, a separate entity from the Central Avenue
Historic District, still exists today and is a part of Hot Springs National Park. Bath House
Row was listed on the National Register in November 1974.
Other developments in Central Avenue area, once called Valley Street, were
hotels that accommodated visitors to the area. However, commercial development was
limited in the area due to flooding of the Hot Springs Creek. In 1884, the U.S.
Department of the Interior, covered the hazardous creek and paved the road now known
as Central Avenue, which still provides access to the buildings in the Central Avenue
Historic District.
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The elimination of flood hazards in the area spurred remodeling and expansion of
bath houses in the area and the development of the west side of the street with
commercial buildings. From this point forward, the Central Avenue area was a center of
retail businesses, offices, tourism destinations, and various stores and shops. Construction
activity in the Central Avenue area continued well into the twentieth century. Continued
building in the area was partly in response to increased tourist activity, but was also
because buildings were frequently lost to fire.
This building and re-building within the Central Avenue area is what makes the
Central Avenue Historic District a great blend of buildings different in age and
architectural styles. The following describes this blend of buildings in the district and is
contained in the National Register nomination form of the Central Avenue Historic
District (1977).
“The Central Avenue Historic District clearly illustrates the evolution of the
commercial core of Hot Springs, possessing representative examples of a variety of
building periods, types and styles that reflect the ever-changing needs and tastes of this
spa community between 1880 and 1930.”1
The history of the City of Hot Springs is embedded in the Central Avenue
Historic District. It is the place of the city’s beginning and continues to be a primary
destination in the city today. The preservation of the district through these guidelines
protects a history that is unique to the City of Hot Springs.

1

History Sources: Hot Springs Central Avenue Historic District National Register of Historic Places Inventory –
Nomination Form 1977 and Arkansas Memory Project Historic Hot Springs Buildings. June 25,1985.
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Below: The Thompson Building – circ 1913, from postcard of that era.

(Source: Arkansas Memory Project: Historic Hot Springs Buildings. June 25, 1985)

Below: The Central Avenue area-circa 1924-1927. The Central Avenue Historic District
lines the valley of the hot springs.

(Photo: Arkansas Memory Project: Historic Hot Springs Buildings. June 25, 1985)
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General Recommendations
Following are recommendations that are general in nature and apply specifically
to the Central Avenue Historic District. They offer a guide to beginning the process of
working on structures within the district.
1. Do the building no harm. Before removing, defacing, or altering any element
that may pose historical significance, ask for an opinion from the Historic
Commission or city staff.
2. Help maintain a coherent image of the historic district. Relate your
improvements to other buildings to the greatest extent possible. Remember that
you are not only part of a historic district, but are part of both a shopping district
and tourist attraction.
3. Use the historic character of your building to attract and keep customers. Don’t
hide historical features or try to “modernize” the historic structure.
4. Maintain a sense of balance. Make efforts to attract business but remember that
much of the appeal of the area to tourists rests in an orderly and harmonious
appearance. Remember that if every personal whim of each business owner were
manifested in the façade of the business, the result could be a level of chaos that
could repel, rather than attract, tourists and customers. Try to reduce display
clutter.
5. Help encourage strolling. Concentrate on orderly and non-obtrusive displays of
merchandise.
6. Don’t negatively impact a neighbor’s ability to attract business.
7. It is preferable to preserve by maintenance rather than to repair original features
of the building.
8. It is preferable to repair rather than to reconstruct.
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9. It is preferable to restore by reconstruction of original features rather than to
remove or remodel.
10. Contemporary design may be considered where it can complement and
harmonize with the historic components of the district.
11. Seek help. Professionals are available to help with design. Remember,
however, that every architect is not skilled in historic preservation. When in
doubt, ask an expert.

Below is a photograph of the DeSoto Mineral Springs Building – circa 1915. An
additional floor was added to this building after its original construction. In many
instances, components added to buildings after their initial construction become
historical features in their own right.

(Photo: Arkansas Memory Project: Historic Hot Springs Buildings. June 25, 1985)
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Jurisdictions
Property and business owners need to understand the division of responsibilities
present in the Central Avenue Historic District. Simply stated, there are probably few
projects related to buildings or businesses in the historic district that do not require
dealing with more than one department or group in Hot Springs.
There are also some other subtle variations in the regulations, of which owners
need to be aware. For example, the City of Hot Springs has a sign ordinance that
regulates the size, number, placement and related aspects governing signs and
advertising. These regulations apply everywhere inside the city limits of Hot Springs,
except inside the historic district. The ordinance excludes the historic district, which
means that the design guidelines contained in this handbook serve as the sign ordinance
within the historic district.
Property within the historic district is subject to at least six (6) different groups or
departments within the city. These groups and their principal responsibilities are as
follows:
1. The Historic District Commission- The Historic District Commission, HDC,
has design review authority over the exterior facades of all the buildings located within
the historic district. Any change or improvement to the exterior surface of any building,
other than minor maintenance (Category 1), requires a Certificate of Appropriateness
from the Historic District Commission. This also applies, as a minimum, to signs,
awnings and physical improvements to the building.
The Commission also has design review authority over new construction,
renovation, remodeling, and similar improvement projects. Any project that involves
physical change or construction, including interior structural changes, plumbing and
electrical projects will also require review by the building official and the securing of an
appropriate building permit.
The Hot Springs Planning and Development Department provides staff support to
the HDC. Application forms for Certificate of Appropriateness are available in the
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department’s office. Any property or business owner or prospective owner is encouraged
to consult with the staff in that department about any project or activity that involves a
building in the historic district.
2. The historic district also falls under the jurisdiction of the Central Business
Improvement District Number Two (CBID Number 2.) This entity maintains jurisdiction
over the areas between the edge of the building façade and the curb, in addition to the
control of signs not attached to the buildings and signs other than those completely within
alcoves.
CBID Number 2 regulations restrict the outdoor sale of merchandise to holidays
and special events and also restrict signs to the approved sandwich boards. The distict’s
regulations prohibit advertising for a specific establishment or sales event being placed
on the sidewalk. Individuals may contact the office of either the City Clerk or the Deputy
City Manger for information about CBID Number 2.
3. The Public Safety Committee-This committee consists of various
representatives of city departments. It reviews requests for improvements or changes
which affect public rights of way, such as cross walks and sidewalks.
In the past, the Public Safety Committee has heard requests for such projects as
sidewalk café tables and chairs and the placement of decorative wheelbarrow planters to
be placed on the sidewalk in the historic district and in front of individual business
establishments.
The committee sends its recommendation to the Board of Directors for its
approval. The Public Works director’s office should be contacted about matters that
relate to the placement of objects on the sidewalks in the Historic District. The director’s
secretary can advise on the procedures to get an item placed on the Committee’s agenda.
4. The Code Compliance Division of the city’s Planning and Development
Department maintains jurisdiction over code related activities, including building and
environmental codes. The department has a full time inspector that monitors the historic
district and property located in the general area. This includes the neighborhoods around
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Park and Whittington Avenues. The Code Compliance Division also enforces the
provisions of the historic district’s design guidelines and decisions of the HDC.
5. The Building Division of the city’s Planning and Development Department has
the responsibility to review any building plans, including those for rehabilitation,
renovation, new construction and related physical changes or improvements to any
building in the historic district.
Buildings in the district are governed by commercial building codes. Applicable
areas include, but are not limited to, any structural, electrical or plumbing improvements.
The Building Official coordinates these activities with the city’s Fire Marshal and other
appropriate departments, depending upon the individual project.
The required building permits are in addition to the requirements for Certificate of
Appropriateness from the Historic District Commission.
6. The City of Hot Spring’s Police Department enforces the provisions of the
CBID No. Two and has uniformed personnel assigned full time to the historic district.
The division of responsibility within the Central Avenue Historic District may not
seem clear to a person dealing with city government for the first time. For this reason,
applicants are encouraged to approach the Planning and Development Department staff
or the HDC when questions arise about the overlaps in responsibility and jurisdiction.
The Arlington Hotel – circa 1925. The Arlington
Hotel anchors the east side of the Central Avenue
Historic District. Many structures in the Central
Avenue Historic District represent later
iterations of buildings either demolished to make
way for new construction or destroyed by fire.

(Photo: Arkansas Memory Project: Historic Hot Springs Buildings. June
25, 1985)
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Getting Started
Dealing with public agencies and commissions can be a daunting prospect for
new business owners. Both the staff of the City of Hot Springs and the Hot Springs
Historic District Commission stand ready to assist in making the opening of a new
business in the District a simple process.
Many prospective business owners benefit from a planning conference to go over
their plans and goals for a new business. While this is only required for major projects,
both the city staff and the commission welcome and encourage such conferences for all
business developments in the historic district. Not only can a planning meeting head off
potential problems, the staff and commission members offer a wide range of experience
and expertise to first-time business owners.
The following pages outline the step-by-step process for compliance with
provisions of the Historic District section of the Hot Springs Code.

Below: The Dugan-Stuart Building – circa 1904. It is common for structures of this era to
reflect a combination of classical architectural motifs such as Renaissance arches, Greek
pediments, and Roman columns.

(Photo: Arkansas Memory Project: Historic Hot Springs Buildings. June 25, 1985)
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Step 1. Selecting a Treatment
The Department of the Interior recognizes four different types of improvements or
treatments of historic buildings. The following list identifies and describes the four types.
In the Central Avenue Historic District, it is anticipated that most improvements will be
for Rehabilitation as defined in the following list. The Hot Springs Planning Department
staff can advise an applicant proposing improvements other than rehabilitation.
Preservation focuses on the maintenance and repair of existing historic materials
and retention of a property’s form as it has evolved over time. (Protection and
Stabilization have now been consolidated under this treatment.)
Rehabilitation acknowledges the need to alter or add to a historic property to
meet continuing or changing uses while retaining the property’s historic character.
Restoration depicts a property at a particular period of time in its history, while
removing evidence of other periods.
Reconstruction re-creates vanished or non-surviving portions of a property for
interpretive purposes.
Following are ideas from the Secretary of the Interior concerning choosing that
treatment that fits an historic property.

Choosing an Appropriate Treatment
Choosing an appropriate treatment for a historic building or landscape, whether
preservation, rehabilitation, restoration, or reconstruction is critical. This choice always
depends on a variety of factors, including its historical significance, physical condition,
proposed use, and intended interpretation.
The questions that follow pertain specifically to historic buildings, but the process
of decision-making would be similar for other property types:
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Relative importance in history. Is the building a nationally significant resource,
a rare survivor or the work of a master architect or craftsman? Did an important event
take place in it? National Historic Landmarks, designated for their "exceptional
significance in American history," or many buildings individually listed in the National
Register often warrant Preservation or Restoration. Buildings that contribute to the
significance of a historic district but are not individually listed in the National Register
more frequently undergo Rehabilitation for a compatible new use.
Physical condition. What is the existing condition--or degree of material
integrity--of the building prior to work? Has the original form survived largely intact or
has it been altered over time? Are the alterations an important part of the building's
history? Preservation may be appropriate if distinctive materials, features, and spaces are
essentially intact and convey the building's historical significance. If the building requires
more extensive repair and replacement, or if alterations or additions are necessary for a
new use, then Rehabilitation is probably the most appropriate treatment. These key
questions play major roles in determining what treatment is selected.
Proposed use. An essential, practical question to ask is: Will the building be used
as it was historically or will it be given a new use? Many historic buildings can be
adapted for new uses without seriously damaging their historic character; special-use
properties such as grain silos, forts, ice houses, or windmills may be extremely difficult
to adapt to new uses without major intervention and a resulting loss of historic character
and even integrity.
Mandated code requirements. Regardless of the treatment, code requirements
will need to be taken into consideration. But hastily or poorly designed, code-required
work may jeopardize a building's materials as well as its historic character. Thus, if a
building needs to be seismically upgraded, modifications to the historic appearance
should be minimal. Abatement of lead paint and asbestos within historic buildings
requires particular care if important historic finishes are not to be adversely affected.
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Finally, alterations and new construction needed to meet accessibility
requirements under the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 should be designed to
minimize material loss and visual change to a historic building.

The Wade Clinic Building (left)
circa 1927 and (right) circa
1985.The photographs indicate
how an alternative awning
treatment may be applied within
the district guidelines. The Photos
also illustrate the point that
modifications to a structure may
become historic features
themselves over time.

(Photos: Arkansas Memory Project: Historic Hot Springs Buildings. June 25, 1985)
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Step 2: Categories
The most important fact to remember is that all physical improvements to the
front or façade of your property or business fall under the guidance of this handbook.
While there are no exceptions, the process remains quite simple for minor “fix-up”. The
process grows more complicated as one considers more substantial alterations to the
façade. To assist you in determining your level of approval, the guidelines reflect four
categories of rehabilitation:

Category 1 – Ordinary Repair and Maintenance.
This category contemplates repairs that do not change the exterior appearance of
the facade but only seek to maintain the structure. They also include repairs that do not
significantly change the exterior appearance of the building but are necessary to remove
unsafe or dangerous conditions.

Work classified as Category 1 will include but not necessarily be limited to, such
activities as are listed below.

-Replacing unsafe electrical or plumbing fixtures.
-Replacing deteriorated awnings with materials of the same size, texture and
color.
-Replacing broken window glass.
-Replacing deteriorated gutters and downspouts.
-Painting or replacing an existing sign of the same size and/or color.
-Replacing or repairing exterior trim.
-Changing the name of an owner or business on a previously approved sign when
no other changes to the size, style, materials or color, are involved.
-Repainting in the same or existing color.
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Category 2 – Beyond Minor Maintenance.
This category contemplates improvements that step beyond minor maintenance
and repair. These alterations reflect improvements that the Historic District Commission
has determined to be generally acceptable changes or alterations.

While Category 2 improvements qualify as acceptable changes, their application
may or may not be appropriate in every application. The Commission requires that a
Certificate of Appropriateness be issued for proposed Category 2 improvements.

Work classified as Category 2 will include, but not necessarily be limited to, such
activities as are listed below.

-Installation of a door or doors that conform to the architectural style and design
of the structure.

- Installation of steps when the construction or replacement is compatible with the
architectural style and design of the structure.

- Replacement of windows when the placement does not involve a change in the
framing system, design, or materials previously used.

- Cleaning or re-attaching any architectural materials to the façade.

- Cleaning or re-painting of the exterior masonry surface other than the existing
colors.
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Category 3 – Major Renovation
This category involves those alterations that may alter or change the present
appearance of the building. It includes alterations necessary to restore the original
appearance of the building.

Work classified as Category 3 will include, but not necessarily be limited to the
following:

- Repainting in original or authentic colors.
- Restoring the original design or appearance.
- Minor removals or additions such as removing non-original siding or other
sheathing materials or enclosures or adding railings or accurate original trim.
- Repairing alcoves.

An important fact to remember is that later additions to a building may eventually
take on an historic character of their own. It is best to consult with the staff or with the
Hot Springs Historic District Commission prior to preparing plans that involve removal
of existing features or material.

The Southern Club
Building- circa 1940.
Massive awnings were
typical of this era.

(Photo: Arkansas Memory Project: Historic Hot Springs Buildings. June 25, 1985)
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Category 4 – New Construction or Demolition
Category 4 includes any application for improvements on property that involve
demolition, new additions or new construction that never existed previously. Such
installations may include the following.
- Canopies
- Awnings (Not replacing existing awnings)
- Signs (Not replacing existing signs)
- Windows
- New Structures
- Decked Parking Facilities
Also included is the removal of original portions or detailing from a building such as the
following.
- Doors
- Windows
- Ornamental trim
- Signage
- Canopies
- Awnings
- Signs
- New windows
- New Structures
- Decked parking facilities

Also included is the REMOVAL of original portions, or architectural detailing
from a building such as doors, windows or ornamental trim, or the demolition of any
structure on the site. The applicant should also understand that removal or demolition
may require a demolition permit from the city.
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Step 3: Classification
The Historic District Commission has conducted a survey of the buildings and
structures within its boundaries and has assigned classifications to each. When evaluating
proposals to alter a structure, the classification of that structure shall be considered. The
structures within the boundaries of the district have been included in one of two
classifications.
1. Contributing – Includes those structures that contribute to the Historic
District’s historical significance through design, location, setting, materials,
workmanship, feeling and association. These structures contribute most to the
architectural history of Downtown Hot Springs. All structures listed in this
classification are considered irreplaceable and must be preserved and protected to
prevent a loss of historic resources to the City, State, and Nation. Demolition
should be considered as an alternative only when absolutely no other alternative
exists.
2. Non-Contributing – Includes those structures which neither add to nor detract
from the Historic District’s sense of time and place and historic development.
Lists of the structures that are contributing and non-contributing are available to
assist the Commission in their evaluations. These lists should be reviewed every five (5)
years to ensure their completeness and to recognize changes to listed and unlisted
structures.

702 Central Avenue - date unknown. Buildings in the
Central Avenue Historic District have experienced
wide ranges of care and treatment over the years.

(Photo: Arkansas Memory Project: Historic Hot Springs Buildings. June 25,
1985)
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Step 4: Seek the Appropriate approval
Once you have determined the category of improvements the next step is to
determine what steps, if any, are required for compliance with this handbook. The
following sections specify the steps necessary for compliance.

Category 1 – Ordinary Repair and Maintenance Procedure
There are no approvals required by the Historic District Commission for Category 1
improvements. The applicant is required to consult other city agencies that might have
authority. Also, the applicant is required to complete a Certificate of Compliance
application with the Planning Department staff. Once the Certificate of Compliance has
been issued staff shall retain the application and submitted information in the Historic
District Commission’s files.

Category 2 – Beyond Minor Maintenance Procedure
1. Obtain and complete an application for a Certificate of Appropriateness from the Hot
Springs Planning Department.

2. Include any additional information and documentation required for a Certificate of
Appropriateness.

3. Review the application and information with the staff.

4. File all completed material with the staff 20 days prior to the next meeting of the
Central Avenue Historic District Commission. The staff will provide the next available
date and set that date for a public hearing to review the application.

5. Notify all property owners within the Area of Influence of the public hearing. The
Area of Influence shall be all those properties that have a common property line or point
of contact with said property. Notification of the property owners shall be in accordance
with the Historic District notification requirements in Hot Springs Ordinance No. 3944.
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6. Appear, or have a representative appear, at the public hearing to present your request
and answer questions.

7. The staff shall, upon approval by the Commission, issue the certificate and retain the
application and submitted information in the Historic District Commission’s files.

Category 3 – Major Renovation Procedure
1. Obtain and complete an application for a Certificate of Appropriateness from the Hot
Springs Planning Department.

2. Include any additional information and documentation required for a Certificate of
Appropriateness.

3. Review the application and information with the staff.

4. File all completed material with the staff 20 days prior to the next meeting of the
Central Avenue Historic District Commission. The staff will provide the next available
date and set that date for a public hearing to review the application.

5. Notify all property owners within the Area of Influence of the public hearing. The
Area of Influence shall be all those properties within 150 feet of the subject property.
Notification of the property owners shall be in accordance with the Historic District
notification requirements in Hot Springs Ordinance No. 3944.

6. Appear, or have a representative appear, at the public hearing to present your request
and answer questions.

7. The staff shall, upon approval by the Commission, issue the certificate and retain the
application and submitted information in the Historic District Commission’s files.

Category 4 – New Construction or Demolition Procedure
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1. Obtain and complete an Application for a Certificate of Appropriateness from the Hot
Springs Planning Department.

2. Include any additional information and documentation required for a Certificate of
Appropriateness.

3. Review the application and information with the staff.

4. File all completed material with the staff 20 days prior to the next meeting of the
Central Avenue Historic District Commission. The staff will provide the next available
date and set that date for a public hearing to review the application.

5. Notify all property owners within the Area of Influence of the public hearing. The
Area of Influence shall be all those properties within 150 feet of the subject property.
Notification of the property owners shall be in accordance with the Historic District
notification requirements in Hot Springs Ordinance No. 3944.

6. Appear, or have a representative appear, at the public hearing to present your request
and answer questions.

7. The staff shall, upon approval by the Commission, issue the certificate and retain the
application and submitted information in the Historic District Commission’s files.

The Chicago Flats Building – circa 1985.

(Photo: Arkansas Memory Project: Historic Hot Springs
Buildings. June 25, 1985)
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Section C. Standards
There are a number of standards that guide the implementation of specific design
guidelines. These serve as the basis and rationale for the guidelines and remain general in
nature. They also serve to bridge the gap between the mission of the Historic District
Commission and the guidelines themselves. Perhaps most importantly, when a business
owner is uncertain about alternate approaches to façade treatment, the standards will help
finalize decisions.
The source of standards controlling districts such as the Central Avenue Historic
District remains the Secretary of the Interiors Standards for the Treatment of Historic
Properties. All other guidelines contained in this handbook should derive from those
standards. The standards for rehabilitation are as follows.

Standards for Rehabilitation
Rehabilitation is defined as the act or process of making possible a compatible use
for a property through repair, alterations, and additions while preserving those portions or
features which convey its historical, cultural, or architectural values.
1. A property will be used as it was historically or be given a new use that requires
minimal change to its distinctive materials, features, spaces, and spatial
relationships.
2. The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved. The removal
of distinctive materials or alteration of features, spaces, and spatial relationships
that characterize a property will be avoided.
3. Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use.
Changes that create a false sense of historical development, such as adding
conjectural features or elements from other historic properties, will not be
undertaken.
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4. Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in there own right
will be retained and preserved.
5. Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples
of craftsmanship that characterize a property will be preserved.
6. Deteriorated historic features will be repaired rather than replaced. Where the
severity of deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new
feature will match the old in design, color, texture, and, where possible, materials.
Replacement of missing features will be substantiated by documents and physical
evidence.
7. Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken using the
gentlest means possible. Treatments that cause damage to historic materials will
not be used.
8. Archeological resources will be protected and preserved in place. If such
resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures will be undertaken.
9. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction will not destroy
historic materials, features, and spatial relationships that characterize the property.
The new work will be differentiated from the old and will be compatible with the
historic materials, features, size, scale and proportion, and massing to protect the
integrity of the property and its environment.
10. New additions and adjacent or related new construction will be undertaken in
such a manner that, if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of
the historic property and its environment would be unimpaired.
REHABILITATION AS A TREATMENT. When repair and replacement of
deteriorated features are necessary; when alterations or additions to the property are
planned for a new or continued use; and when its depiction at a particular period of time
is not appropriate, Rehabilitation may be considered as a treatment.
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The Kress Building – 2005. Buildings
in the Central Avenue Historic District
contain a variety of building materials
including wood, stone, sheet metal,
steel, and brick.

(Photo: Urban Planning Associates, Inc, February 15, 2005.)
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Basis for Approval
General
When reviewing a request for a Certificate of Appropriateness, the staff and the
Central Avenue Historic District Commission shall consider the classification of the
structure in question, i.e. contributing or non-contributing. The standards of review are,
understandably, more stringent for contributing structures.
Next, the staff and Commission will compare the application with the principles
and standards outlined in the Handbook. Any aspect of a proposed project that fails to
meet or adhere to the principles and standards, will serve as a basis for the denial of the
application.
Finally the staff and Commission will compare the application with the design
criteria and guidelines contained in this Handbook. Although the guidelines are just that,
guidelines, the application should conform as closely as possible to those in this
Handbook.
Design Criteria - Alteration, Restoration and Rehabilitation
In considering whether to recommend approval or disapproval of an application
for a Certificate of Appropriateness to alter, restore, rehabilitate, or add to a building,
object or site or structure in the Historic District, the Historic District Commission shall
be guided by the following general standards:
1. Every reasonable effort shall be made to adapt the property in a manner
which requires minimal alteration of the building, structure, object, or site
and its environment.
2. The distinguishing original qualities or character of a building, structure,
object, or site and its environment, shall not be destroyed. The removal or
alteration of any historic material or distinctive architectural features
should be avoided when possible.
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3. All buildings, structures, objects, and sites shall be recognized as
products of their own time. Alterations that have no historical basis and
which seek to create an earlier appearance shall be prohibited.
4. Changes which may have taken place in the course of time are evidence of
the history and development of a building, structure, object, or site and its
environment. These changes may have acquired significance in their own
right, and this significance shall be recognized and respected.
5. Distinctive stylistic features or examples of skilled craftsmanship which
characterize a building, structure, object, or site shall be kept where
possible.
6. Deteriorated architectural features shall be repaired rather than replaced,
wherever possible. In the event replacement is necessary, the new
material should reflect the material being replaced in composition, design,
color, texture, and other visual qualities. Repair or replacement of missing
architectural features should be based on accurate duplications of features,
substantiated by historical, physical, or pictorial evidence rather
than on conjectural designs or the availability of different architectural
elements from other buildings or structures.
7. The surface cleaning of structures shall be undertaken with the gentlest
means possible. Sandblasting and other cleaning methods that will
damage the historic building materials shall not be undertaken.
8. Every reasonable effort shall be made to protect and preserve
archaeological resources affected by, or adjacent to, any project.
9. Contemporary design for alterations and additions to existing properties
shall not be discouraged when such alterations and additions do not
destroy significant historical, architectural or cultural material, and such
design is compatible with the size, scale, color, material, and character of
the property, neighborhood or environment.
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10. Wherever possible, new additions or alterations to buildings, structures,
objects, or sites shall be done in such a manner that if such additions or
alterations were to be removed in the future, the essential form and
integrity of the building, structure, object, or site would be unimpaired.
11. The alteration, restoration or rehabilitation of the storefront portion of the
exterior facade, described as that area on the first floor facade bounded on
either side by piers or pilasters, on the top by the lower edge of the upper
facade, and on the bottom by the sidewalk, shall be done in a manner
consistent with the building's traditional storefront boundaries, proportions
and materials. The storefront should be composed almost entirely of
glass, balanced by more wall and less glass on the upper facade. Transom
windows that are blocked in should be opened up and restored to their
original appearance. The storefront should be set back four (4) to twelve
(12) inches from the front edge of its opening.
12. Materials used for a storefront restoration or rehabilitation should be
simple and unobtrusive. Materials that give a fake historic appearance,
such as colonial arches, a mansard roof with wood shingles, rough wood
siding, or fake bricks or stone are not acceptable. When contemporary
materials are used, the storefront should be based on traditional storefront
design and must have the traditional proportions.
13. The use of canvas awnings is an important design element in the
traditional storefront. Awnings should not obscure the architectural
features of the buildings and should reinforce the frame of the storefront.
14. The color scheme used on a building is a vital element of the building's
character. The color scheme proposed shall be appropriate to the
building's time period, architectural style, material, construction and
relationship to surrounding buildings. Colors should accentuate the
architectural details of the building. If masonry must be painted, the
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colors used should be within the natural color range of the material to be
painted.
15. The Historic District Commission shall also consider, in addition to the
criteria described above, the factors enumerated in Section 4(D) of the
Historic District Ordinance, as defined in Section 3 of the Ordinance.
Design Criteria - New Construction
In considering whether to recommend approval or disapproval of an application for
a Certificate of Appropriateness for new construction in the Historic District, the
Commission shall be guided by standards of the Secretary of Interior and the following
compatibility standards:
1. Site and Setting. If a developer intends to utilize an historic resource as any
part of a development, he should consider the context of the resources original
site and the importance of the setting in the new development.
In some instances, a resource will occupy the full site and limit development
opportunities to rehabilitation, renovation or restoration for adaptive reuse.
In instances where a resource occupies less than full site, greater flexibility willbe available for new development that incorporates the resource into the project.
2. Building height. Height at street level should be visually compatible with
adjacent buildings. Use of setbacks at upper levels may be used. The apparent
physical size, scale and height should relate to existing resources without
overwhelming them. The height of new buildings should be within one story
of surrounding buildings.
3. The width and height of windows, doors, and entries should be visually
compatible with buildings, structures, public ways, and places in the
surrounding area. A long unbroken facade in a setting of existing narrow
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structures can be divided into smaller bays which will compliment the visual
setting and the streetscape.
4. Rhythm of solids to voids in front facades. The relationship of solid spaces
(i.e., walls) to voids (i.e., windows/doors) in the front facade of a building or
structure should be visually compatible with buildings, structures, and public
ways in the environment surrounding the building.
5. Rhythm of spacing and buildings/structures on street. The relationship of a
building or structure to the open space between it and adjoining buildings or
structures should respect the surrounding environment. The building mass
of large architectural projects can be varied in form using setbacks for open
space and landscaping when appropriate to provide necessary visual
transitions between a large building and the adjacent historic resources.
6. Rhythm of entrance porch and other Projections. The relationship of
entrances and other projections to sidewalks should be designed with the
street scene provided by the existing buildings, structures, public ways, and
places to which the new structure is visually related as a guide. New
buildings should maintain the alignment of facade on the property line.
7. Relationship of materials, texture, and color. The relationship of materials,
texture and color of the facade of a building or structure should be chosen
with the predominant materials used in existing buildings or structures in
mind. The choice of exterior colors and material textures should be
tempered by the predominant colors and textures of the surrounding area.
Simplicity in such use is preferable.
8. Roof shapes. The roof shape of a building or structure is a major
distinguishing visual element. In most cases a simple roof form similar in
form and type as those in-the adjacent urban environment is appropriate.
9. Walls of continuity. Appurtenances of a building or structure such as walls,
fences, and landscape masses should, when it is the nature of the
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environment, form cohesive walls of enclosure along a street, to insure visual
compatibility with the buildings, structures, public ways, and places to which
such elements are visually related. Landscaping and use of greenery, also
should be included, especially in parking and sidewalk areas.
10. Scale of Buildings. The size and mass of buildings and structures in
relation to open spaces, windows, door openings, porches, and balconies
should be visually compatible with the buildings, structures, public ways and
places in the adjacent environment.
11. Signage. Signs which are out of keeping with the character of the environment
in question should not be used. Excessive size and inappropriate placement on
buildings results in visual clutter. A good sign should be designed to relate
harmoniously to exterior building materials and colors. A good sign should
express a simple clear message with wording kept to a minimum.
12. Auxiliary Design. The site should take into account the compatibility of
landscaping, parking facilities, utility and service areas, walkways and
appurtenances. These should be designed with the overall environment in
mind and should be in visual keeping with related buildings, structures and
places.
13. Storefront/Upper Facade. New construction should maintain the clear
distinction between the first floor and the upper floors. The first floor should
have large areas of glass and the upper floors should have an emphasis on the
solid wall, with less window space. The storefront construction should stay
within the defined boundaries, with proper setback.
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Below: The Spear Building – 2005. Horizontal elements provide visual separation
among the first floor, which is primarily glass, the second floor, which combines glass
and solid material, and the cornice area which is all solid material.

(Photo: Urban Planning Associates, Inc., February 15, 2005).
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Section D. Guidelines
The Traditional Facade

The traditional commercial storefronts found in the historic district date from the
mid-nineteenth through the early twentieth centuries. Although styles and appearances
evolved over the years, the traditional facades remained unchanged in their basic form
and proportions. This similarity and consistency of form creates a strong coordinated,
visual image.
Over the years, technological developments and changing trends led to frequent
storefront changes, while the upper façade remained unaltered, deteriorated, or was
hidden behind an aluminum shell.
The basic commercial façade consists of three parts: the storefront, with and
entrance and display windows; the upper façade, usually with regularly spaced windows;
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and the cornice, which caps the building. Although these components appear in many
shapes and styles, the result is essentially the same traditional façade.
Proper maintenance is indispensable, prolonging the life of the building while
preserving its original materials and character. Proper maintenance is better than any
quick-fix, short cut approach, which leads to insensitive change, further deterioration, and
a breakdown of the historic character of the entire district. Each building is composed of
several materials and components that have individual maintenance requirements and
considerations.
The Simon-Mendal (left) and Kempner (right) buildings. Dramatic changes in color and
style are common in the Central Avenue Historic District.

(Photo: Arkansas Memory Project: Historic Hot Springs Buildings. June 25, 1985)
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Masonry
General
1. Masonry includes brick, stone,
concrete, terracotta.
2. Masonry surfaces and architectural
elements are the most common types
found in the district and are vital to its
historic character.
3. Masonry features such as brick
cornices and piers, stone window hoods,
and terra-cotta brackets must be
preserved and maintained properly.
Although masonry is one of the most

(Photo: Urban Planning Associates, Inc. February 15, 2005)

durable historic building materials, it is also very susceptible to damage by
improper maintenance or repair techniques and harsh or abrasive cleaning
methods. The following methods outline general methods for preservation and
repair of masonry features.

Repointing Masonry
1. Masonry walls and other surfaces should
be repaired by repointing the mortar joints
where there is evidence of deterioration such
as disintegrating mortar, cracks in mortar
joints, loose bricks, damp walls or damaged
plaster work.
2. Old mortar joints should be duplicated in
strength, composition, color and texture.
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3. Old mortar joints should be duplicated in width and joint profile.
4. Sealant should be used only when it can be determined that its use will not
change the appearance of the masonry nor will it trap moisture that will contribute
to further deterioration.
Cleaning Masonry
1. Cleaning masonry should
only be done when necessary
to halt deterioration or remove
heavy soiling.
2. Masonry surfaces should be
cleaned with the gentlest
means possible, such as low
pressure water and masonry
detergents, using natural bristle
brushes.
3. When it is determined that cleaning is necessary, a test should be carried out on a
small area of the masonry surface to observe the effects of the cleaning method in
order to select the gentlest method possible.
4. Do not sandblast masonry surfaces using dry or wet grit or other abrasives.
Sandblasting destroys the hard, protective outer layer of the brick and accelerates
deterioration. The damage caused by sandblasting is irreversible, as can be seen by
the drawing.
Painting Masonry
1. Masonry that has historically been unpainted should not be painted, nor should
paint be removed from historically painted masonry.
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2. Masonry which has been painted after original construction can either be repainted
or the paint can be removed with appropriate chemical removers.

(Photo: Urban Planning Associates, Inc. February 15, 2005)
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Architectural Metals
General
Architectural metals include cast iron, steel, pressed tin, zinc, copper and aluminum.
The district is rich in architectural metal elements such as cast iron storefronts and
pressed tin cornices and facades, and these features are highly decorative.
Cleaning Architectural Metals
1. Architectural metals should
be cleaned when necessary to
remove corrosion prior to
repainting or applying other
appropriate protective
coatings.
2. Cleaning shall be done with
the gentlest methods possible.
Particular care must be taken
when cleaning soft metals such

(Photo: Urban Planning Associates, Inc. February 15, 2005)

as lead, tin, copper and zinc. Sandblasting is acceptable only for cast iron, and
then great care should be taken to protect all surrounding materials.
3. Paint should not be applied to metals such as copper, bronze or stainless steel
that are meant to be exposed. Aluminum window and doorframes may be painted
in order to blend with other materials.
4. Any ferrous metal surface should be kept painted to protect from rust.
Replacing Missing Pieces
1. Missing pieces or parts damaged beyond repair can often be fabricated;
however, they may also be recast in aluminum or fiberglass from existing pieces
or, when necessary, substituted by wooden pieces.
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2. Dissimilar metals should be buffered from each other to avoid the potential
problem of electrolysis.

The Dugan-Stuart (below, left) and Gaines Buildings (below, right) are examples of
upper facades in the Central Avenue Historic District.

(Photos: Urban Planning Associates, Inc. February 15, 2005.)
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Wooden Structures and Elements
General
1. Wood is a common material for
architectural features such as cornices
brackets, bulkheads, store fronts, and
window framing. These features are
important in defining the overall historic
character of the building and the district.
2. Wood requires proper maintenance
and the preservation of wooden
architectural elements is of particular
importance in rehabilitation projects.
Protecting Wood
1. Retain coatings such as paint that
help protect wood from moisture and
harmful light rays. Paint removal
should be considered only where there is
paint surface deterioration and as a part
of an overall maintenance program that
involves repainting or applying other
appropriate protective coatings.

(Photo: Urban Planning Associates, Inc. February 15, 2005)

2. Paint should be removed with the gentlest of methods possible when it is
necessary to do so. Wood surfaces should never be sandblasted.

Repair and Replacement of Wood
1. Deteriorated or damaged wood architectural elements shall be repaired rather
than replaced whenever possible.
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2. Replacement of deteriorated wood features should be limited to patching or
piecing-in only the non-repairable portions whenever possible, rather than
removing the entire feature and replacing it with new material to create a uniform
or “improved” appearance.
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Pigmented Structural Glass
General
1. Pigmented structural glass, marketed under the names Carrera glass, Sani
Onyx, and Vitrolite, became a popular commercial construction material in the
1930’s and 40’s. Pigmented structural glass veneer played a major role in the
growth of the Art Deco, Streamline, and Modern styles of the early twentieth
century.
2. The material found its way onto nineteenth century tradition storefronts as
designers updated older buildings in the “modern” style. As examples of the
architecture of the 1930’s and 40’s, some of these “modernized” structural glass
storefronts have acquired historical significance in their own right.
3. Although pigmented structural glass rarely deteriorates, failure of the
mechanical support system which bonds the glass to the wall is almost always the
cause of cracking, slipping, and loss.
4. Every effort should be made to preserve and maintain historically significant
examples of structural glass.
Repair of Structural Glass
1. Cracked or open joints should be repointed,
particularly where glass meets concrete.

2. Any glass pane that can be repaired should
not be replaced.

3. If the bonding material has deteriorated, the
glass panels should be carefully removed and
reattached using fresh hot-melt asphalt
(traditional bonding material).
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Substitute Materials
If replacement glass cannot be found to replace missing or irreparable panels, a
compatible substitute may be considered if it conveys the same visual appearance as
the historic material, i.e. color, size, and reflectivity.
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Windows
General
Windows carry great visual and functional importance,
yet they are the most frequent victims of neglect and
insensitive alterations that are visually and physically
destructive. Careful consideration is required when
windows are repaired or replaced. The functional and
decorative components of windows that should be
preserved, maintained, or duplicated include frames,
sash, muntins, mullions, glass, sills, heads, hood molds,
jambs, and moldings.
Upper Story Windows
1. Upper story windows that are blocked in should be opened up and restored to
their original appearance.
2. Do not alter the shape of the original openings.
Replacing Windows
1. If windows must be replaced entirely, the new windows should convey the
same visual appearance of the original windows. Mirrored glass, for example,
should not be used.

2. The use of storm windows is not discouraged. If they are used, they must
match the form and style of the original windows and should not obscure the
pattern of the original window.

3. Residential features should not be used, nor should materials which create a
false historical appearance.
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The Wade Clinic Building (below, left) and the Douglas Building (below, right) are
examples of maintained windows in the Central Avenue Historic District.

(Photos: Urban Planning Associates, Inc. February 15, 2005)
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Storefronts
General
1. Most traditional facades in the district had a well-defined opening that contained
the original storefront. This storefront opening is bounded on either side by piers or
pilasters, on top by the lower edge of the upper façade, and on the bottom by the
sidewalk. Most original storefronts have been altered or replaced and, although some
replacements are done properly, many ignore the building’s traditional storefront
boundaries, proportions and materials.

2. These storefronts look pasted-on or conflict with the original overall design. As a
result, the building appears disjointed, unattractive, and without historic character.
Buildings with inappropriately altered storefronts clash with each other visually,
damaging the overall historic character of the entire district; therefore, the proper
design of the storefront is a high priority concern.
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These treatments detract from the historic character of the structure.

Storefront Design
1. The storefront must fit within its original
opening and not extend past its traditional
boundaries, maintaining a clear distinction
between the first floor and upper floors.
2. The storefront should be composed almost
entirely of glass, creating a visual openness,
balanced by more wall and less glass on the
upper façade.
3. Inappropriate historical themes should be
avoided. Colonial design elements, for
example, are not acceptable.
4. Transom windows that are blocked in or
covered should be opened up and restored to
their original appearance.
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5. The storefront should be setback 4 to 12 inches from the front edge of the opening.
6. Contemporary design is acceptable,
however, it must use traditional
proportions and ration of windows to
wall area.

Storefront Materials
1. Storefront materials should be simple and unobtrusive.

2. Materials that give a false historic
appearance should never be used in the
storefront. A mansard roof with wood
shingles, rough textured wood siding,
fake bricks or stone, and gravel
aggregate materials are not acceptable.

3. Whether traditional contemporary
materials are used, the storefront
should be based on the traditional
storefront design and must have the
traditional proportions.
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The 111-112 Central Building contains a variety of storefronts beneath a continuous
second floor design.

(Photos: Urban Planning Associates, Inc. February 15, 2005)
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New Construction
General
1. The district’s mixture of architecture belongs to several time periods and is
derived from many styles including Nineteenth Century Commercial, Queen
Anne, Victorian, Classical Revival, Art Deco, and Chicago Commercial.
2. This diversity creates a rich environment and contributes substantially to the
uniqueness of the area. In order to make a valuable contribution to the character
of the district, new buildings must be compatible with surrounding buildings but
should not pretend to be historic by copying older facades too closely.
3. Contextual factors to be considered in contemporary designs are size, shape,
pattern, and materials.
Design Elements
1. Width.
New buildings should reflect the characteristic rhythm of facades along the street.
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2. Height.
With few exceptions, for example, the
Medical Arts Building, the variations
of building heights occur within two
stories. The height of new buildings
should be within one story of the
surrounding buildings.

3. Alignment. Maintain the alignment of facades at the property line.

4. Entrances. The entrances to the buildings are recessed, creating a coherent pattern
along the sidewalk. This pattern of recessed entrances should be maintained.
5. Windows. The shapes of upper level
windows repeat forming a pattern continued
throughout the district; these windows often
align vertically as well as horizontally creating
a rhythm along the street. Window frames,
transoms, and first-floor display windows
align horizontally along the block, as well, creating strong visual ties between the
buildings. First floors, which have large areas of glass and small areas of opaque
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materials, are clearly separated visually from the upper floors, which reverse the
pattern: small areas of glass, predominance of solid wall.
a. Maintain the horizontal
alignment of the transom and
display windows of the first
floor.

b. Maintain the pattern created
by upper-story windows,
considering rhythm, and
horizontal and vertical
alignment.
c. Maintain the clear
distinction between first floor and upper
floors. First floor should have large areas of
glass, and upper floors should have an
emphasis on the solid wall, with less window
area.
6. Materials.
a. Brick is the primary building material used
in the district, although other masonry
materials, as well as wood, metal, and
structural glass, are present in substantial
quantities.

b. The present distribution of materials should
be considered when choosing materials for
new construction.
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c. New buildings and additions should use materials that are compatible in size,
scale, texture, and color with the existing materials. Wood shake, for example, is
not an appropriate material.
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Awnings
1. The canvas awning is an important design element in the traditional storefront.
It provides protection from the sun and weather and adds color to the streetscape.
2. Design
a. Awnings should
not obscure the
architectural features
of the buildings and
should reinforce the
frame of the
storefront.
b. Awnings should
remain within proper
scale with the
building to achieve
visual balance.
(Photo: Urban Planning Associates, Inc., February 15, 2005)

3. Materials
a. Canvas awnings are generally suitable for late 1800’s and early 1900’s
buildings. They are also a suitable contemporary addition for many older
buildings.
b. Metal awnings and flat metal canopies are suitable for some early to mid
1900s buildings. They may also have been used on such storefronts inserted
into an older building. Their appropriate use depends on a balance of factors
including the existing styles of the storefronts and upper stories.
c. Maintenance: Awning should be kept clean and free of settlement. They
should be replaced upon becoming worn or torn.
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Color Schemes
1. The color scheme used on a building shall be appropriate to the building’s time
period, architectural style, material of construction, and relationship to
surrounding buildings.

2. The use of inappropriate colors is discouraged. Bright, garish, and noncomplementary colors may be considered inappropriate.

3. Colors should accentuate the architectural details of the buildings.

4. If masonry must be painted. The colors used should be within the natural color
range of the material to be painted.
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Signs
1. Signs are a vital part of a coherent historic district. Often store owners try to
out-shout each other with over-sized, flashy signs that disrupt the visual
continuity of the district and obscure architectural features.

2. Because the district is primarily pedestrian with slow-moving traffic, small
signs can serve the needs of businesses, while contributing to both the image of
individual buildings and to the overall character of the district.
Improper Replacement Sign
3. Design and Placement.
a. Keep signs subordinate to buildings.

b. Signs should fit within the existing features
of the façade and should not cover
architectural elements such as windows,
transoms, or cornices.

c. Signs should be mounted somewhere above
the display windows and below the second floor window sills.
Proper Replacement Sign
d. Signs should be simple and have a direct
message.

e. Projecting signs should be mounted
somewhere above the display windows and
below the second floor window sills.
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4. Materials.
a. Sign colors, shapes, materials and sizes should reinforce the overall
composition of the façade.
b. Internally lit signs are discouraged, particularly illuminated vacuum formed
panels.
c. Signs should be made of high quality materials.

Scale and style are primary determinants of appropriateness for signs.

(Photos: Urban Planning Associates, Inc., February 15, 2005)
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Section E. Regulations
Signs and Billboards
General Provisions
Guidelines are treatments that are recommended to achieve appropriateness. The
provisions of this section, however, are actual regulations carrying out the force of
municipal law. The owner or applicant should ensure that proposed additions or
modifications meet all requirements of this section.
All signage within the historic district shall conform to all City codes and must
have approval of the Historic District Commission prior to installation. Any owner who
wishes to repair or restore an existing sign or install a new sign must first apply for a
Certificate of Appropriateness. The simple changing of the name of an owner or business
on a sign when no other changes to the size, style, materials, or color are involved may be
approved by the staff as a Category 1 improvement.
1. For all signage, signage width and height must be in proportion to the facade,
respecting the size, scale and mass of the facade, building height, and rhythms and
sizes of window and door openings.;
2. For buildings housing one business or service, one (1) major sign per facade per
structure and two (2) minor signs shall be permitted in the Historic District.
3. For buildings housing more than one business or service, the Commission shall be
guided in its decisions by the total number of businesses or services per building
and the percentage of floor space occupied by each business or service. No more
than one (1) major and two (2) minor signs shall be permitted per business or
service. Total number of signs shall be kept to a minimum.
4. Billboards and painted billboards, which obstruct the view of significant
architectural elements in the District and portable signs, shall not be permitted
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within the Historic District. The following are signs which shall require Historic
District Commission approval within the Historic District.
(a) Any sign placed upon a building, object, site, or structure in any manner
so as to disfigure, damage, or conceal any window opening, door, or
significant architectural feature or detail of any building;

(b) Any sign which advertises commercial off-premise businesses, products,
activities, services, or events;
(c) Any sign which does not identify a business or service within the Historic
District;
(d) Any sign which is abandoned for more than six (6) months or damaged
beyond fifty percent (50%) of its replacement value, including parts of old or
unused signs. All remnants such as supports, brackets and braces must also
be removed;
(e) Any attachment to an already affixed sign which does not meet the
provisions of the City Code;
(f) Roof mounted signs unless approved by the Commission in accordance
with standards set forth in Standards for Sign Design and Placement of this
section.
5. In those instances were a sign is erected or maintained in violation of the
aforementioned restrictions, the Commission may pursue its criminal and civil
remedies, including compelling the owner to immediately remove the sign.
6. Allowable incidental signs, including signs designating business hours and street
numbers, shall conform to standards outlined in this ordinance and shall not be
included in the total allowable signage per facade per structure.
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7. Commercial signs, posters, decals or advertisements may not be tacked, nailed,
pasted, or taped to any portion of a building, object, site or structure visible from
the public right-of-way.
8. Menu boards shall not exceed nine (9) square feet. Permanently displayed exact
menus may be properly installed inside the business window or in a Commission
approved wall-mounted or freestanding display case adjacent to the business'
entrance.
9. All special purpose signs shall be approved by the Commission and shall be
removed within thirty (30) days from the date of Commission approval unless
otherwise specified by the Commission. If within the specified period the
property owner feels there is a continued need for the special purpose sign, he or
his representative shall schedule a hearing with the Commission to request
additional display time.
10. One (1) construction sign, not to exceed thirty-two (32) square feet in area, shall
be allowed per construction site in the Historic District.
11. Construction signs are considered special purpose signs under this ordinance and
must receive Commission approval prior to installation.
12. Special purpose signs advertising special events or promotions may be properly
placed only on the inside of windows; such signs shall be removed promptly after
an event is over. No off-premise events may be advertised in this manner; all offpremise advertising must be displayed in the interior where it is not visible from
the public right-of-way.
13. Non-governmental banners, pennants and flags, excluding flags included as
elements of an overall streetscape or design plan, are considered special purpose
signs under the provisions of this ordinance and are appropriate for advertising
and decoration only during special events or celebrations. No permanent
advertising may be handled in this way.
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14. Commercial real estate signs not exceeding twenty (20) square feet in area do not
require Commission approval.
Standards for Sign Design and Placement
In considering whether to recommend approval or disapproval of an
application for a Certificate of Appropriateness to construct or alter signage on a
building, object, site, or structure located in the Historic District, the Commission shall be
guided by the following standards in addition to any specific design guidelines adopted
herein:
1. Primary sign design considerations shall be identification and legibility. Size,
scale, height, color and location of signs shall be harmonious with, and properly
related to, the overall historic character of the district and structure.
2. Signs visual displays or graphics shall either relate to the Historic District or
advertise a bona fide business conducted in or on the premises.
3. The number of signs on each building shall be kept to a minimum to
prevent unsightly clutter and confusion. All signs, excluding incidental
and special purpose signs, shall be included in the total allowable signage per
facade per structure. In buildings housing more than one business, the
Commission may recommend directory signage. In the cases of signs with more
than one sign face, including but not restricted to double-faced signs, back-to back
signs, overhanging signs, and projecting signs, each side of the sign shall be
included in total allowable signage area.
4. Directory signs which describe, point, or direct the reader to a specific place or
along a specific course such as “entrance”, “exit”, and "handicap access" signs,
as well as government signs, shall be reviewed by the Commission but shall not
be included in total allowable signage area. Emergency signs shall be exempt
from commission approval.
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5. All graphic elements shall reinforce the architectural integrity of any building.
Signs should not disfigure, damage, mar, alter, or conceal architectural features
or, details and should be limited to sizes which are in scale with the architecture
and the streetscape. Emblems and symbols of identification used as principal
structural design elements on a facade shall not be included in the total allowable
signage per facade per structure when approved by the Commission. The
Commission shall be guided by the building's proportion and scale when such
elements are incorporated.

6. Graphics and signage may be illuminated by indirect, internal, or bare bulb
sources, providing that glare is not produced; by indirect light sources concealed
by a hood or diffuser; by internal illumination with standard opal glass or other
translucent material, with an equal or smaller light transmission factor. All
illumination shall be stationary. Neon lighting shall be permitted when used as an
integral architectural element or artwork appropriate to the site.
7. All signs and components thereof shall be maintained in good repair, free of rust,
peeling, flaking, fading, broken or cracked panels, and broken or missing letters.
All signs, components, supports and their surroundings shall be kept free of all
sign materials, weeds, debris, trash, and other refuse. In addition, the sign owner
shall comply with the provisions of this ordinance as well as all other pertinent
City codes and ordinances.
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Alcoves
General Provisions
The use of alcoves shall be determined by the individual tenants. Tenants are
encouraged to use alcove space in a manner that is in harmony with adjacent properties
and with the Central Avenue Historic District as a whole. Items placed in alcoves must
be located completely within the alcove area of the respective business.

Alcove use and display cannot block access to the building by emergency service
personnel or emergency egress for the buildings patrons. Alcove use may not be used in
such a manner as to create safety or health hazards or violate other municipal codes.
Minimum emergency ingress/egress widths shall be maintained at all times and are
outlined in the International Building Code and Fire Prevention Code.
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Section F. Definitions
Definitions, acronyms and abbreviations used in the Handbook follow.

Alteration: Means any construction or change of the exterior of a building or
appurtenant structures, including, but not limited to: the changing of roofing or siding
materials; changing, eliminating, or adding doors, door frames, windows, window
frames, balconies, signs or other ornamentation.

Applicant: The proposer of alterations to existing buildings or construction of new
buildings in the Historic District who has filed an application for review of the project by
the City of Hot Springs and/or the Historic District Commission.

Area of influence:

The affected area to be notified for a public hearing as determined

by a specific type of construction, alteration, restoration, moving or demolition as
described in the individual categories found in the Handbook for review adopted by the
historic district commission.

Articulation: How each element, such as a window, door, cornice, floor line, or column,
is architecturally expressed, that is, called out as special or distinct from other elements,
by the designer. This can be done through use of color, change of material or texture, and
so on. The idea is to make these elements read differently from others while still
retaining a pleasing composition overall.

Building: Any structure having a roof supported by columns or walls for the housing or
enclosure of persons, animals, or chattels.

Building height. Building height is the height of a building as measured from a point
defined in the Zoning Code and extending to the roof deck of the subject building, but not
including parapets, cornices, elevator overruns, stair towers extending onto the roof,
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mechanical equipment or mechanical penthouses, certain architectural rooftop elements,
or other such elements as discussed herein.

Certificate of Compliance. A document issued by the Hot Springs Planning Department
stating that proposed work in Category 1 meets the requirements of the Historic District
Design Guidelines Handbook.
Certificate of Appropriateness. A document issued by the Hot Springs Historic District
Commission that certifies the historical appropriateness of proposed work.

Compatibility, Compatible. Compatibility, or to be compatible, is a condition wherein
two or more entities are combined to achieve desirable after effects for the whole and
each other. It is the ability or different components, whether similar or dissimilar, to
function together and stand together without disharmony or conflict (in other words,
complementary but not necessarily similar or the same). The intent of the proposed
guidelines is that new buildings should not replicate existing ones.

Context. All the external factors that have a formative influence on the appearance of an
area, including height, mass, massing, scaling elements, design, materials, location on
site, and so forth.

Contributing buildings. Those structures that contribute to the Historic District’s
historical significance through design, location, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling
and association. These structures contribute most to the architectural history of
Downtown Hot Springs. All structures listed in this classification are considered
irreplaceable and must be preserved and protected to prevent a loss of historic resources
to the City, State, and Nation. Demolition should be considered as an alternative only
when absolutely no other alternative exists.

Decked parking facility:

Any multistory facility constructed for the purpose of

providing parking spaces within the historic district.
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Design vocabulary. The physical attributes, characteristics, and details that make up a
building: put simply, the elements one can see when looking at the building. These
include, at one extreme, the size, shape, color, and texture of its materials. At the other
extreme is the way the building handles stepbacks and the articulation of the façade or
elevation through alignment of elements (such as windows, cornices, or columns).
Further examples include texture, scaling elements, color, material changes, and window
mullions and muntins.

Detailing: Architectural aspects that, due to particular treatment, draw attention to certain
parts or features of a building.

Elevation, façade, and primary façade. Façade, or primary elevation, when used in
conjunction with buildings, refers to any street-facing wall or a building, or a street wall.
Elevation refers to the walls of a building that do not face the street, such as side or alley
walls.

Entrance area: Area of access to the interior of the building, including the design,
location, and materials of all stairs, windows, doors, transoms, piers, columns, cornices
and awnings.

Exterior architectural features:

The architectural style, general design and

arrangements of the exterior of a structure, including, but not limited to, the kind and
texture, of the building material, and the type and style of all windows, doors, cornices,
light fixtures, awnings, signs and other appurtenant features.

Façade. See Elevation

Height. See Building Height

Human scale. See Scale
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Mass, Massing. A building’s mass is synonymous with its volume, or the total gross
cubic volume of space it occupies on the site. Massing is the way in which its volume,
or mass, is distributed on the site, which parts are higher, lower, wider, or narrower, and
what pops up and where. Massing is an important consideration in helping a building fit
comfortably into its context. The aspects of a building’s form include its visual treatment
in the variations of heights and widths of its mass, as well as its overall height and
stepbacks. Two buildings can have the same mass but entirely different massings. (See
Building height).

Related to a building’s mass is its width. Establishing visually appropriate building
widths defined as the distance the façade of a single new building extends along the street
without a break in massing, is important to maintaining the District’s character. This
break in the visual massing may be accomplished in any number of ways, including an
expression of two distinct buildings, a break in a portion of the façade with a different
function (such as a door or passageway), a change of wall plane (such as recessing part of
a segment), a change of column spacing, or a change of materials, color, texture, or
detailing.

Noncontributing buildings. Those structures which neither add to nor detract from the
Historic District’s sense of time and place and historic development.

Ordinary repair and maintenance: Those improvements which do not involve a change
in design, material, color, or outer appearance thereof, including, but not limited to:
adding broken window glass, screens, gutters or downspouts; replacing windows in the
same material and texture; painting exterior façade materials in the same, or virtually
similar.

Pedestrian friendly. “Pedestrian friendly” is a measure of the quality of an environment
from the perspective of a person on foot. A pedestrian friendly environment is a place
where people can enjoy public life in a comfortable setting.

Period of Significance. The district’s period of significance is established on the
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National Register of Historic Places to be from 1886 to 1930.

Pitch: The degree of inclination.
Primary façade. See Elevation

Proportion: The relationship of height to width of the building outline as well as
individual components.

Reconstruction: The act or process of reassembling, reproducing or replacing by new
construction, the form, detail and appearance of a property and its setting as it appeared at
a particular period of time by means of the removal of later work, or by replacement of
missing earlier work, or by reuse of original materials.

Restoration: The act or process of accurately recovering the form and details of a
building or structure and its setting as it appeared at a particular period of time by means
of removal or later work or by the replacement or missing earlier work.

Rhythm: A harmonious or orderly recurrence of compositional elements at regular
intervals, including the location of doors and the placement of windows, symmetrically or
asymmetrically, and their relative proportions.

Roof Area: The outside covering of a building or structure extending above the vertical
walls including the form, material, and texture of the roof, and including the slope and
pitch, spacing of roof covering; the design and placement of cornices; and the sized,
design, material and location of vents, pipes or air conditioning units.

Scale: The relative dimension, size, degree or proportion of parts of a building to one
another or to a group of buildings.

Scale, human scale, and scaling elements. A visual concept regarding the relative size
of the building’s architectural parts compared to the whole or to the human figure,
created by introducing into the design some unit that acts as a visual measuring rod.
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Scaling elements. See Scale

Siting: Location of a building in relationship to the legal boundaries and setbacks,
adjacent properties, and the natural conditions of the site.

Storefront: The area on the ground floor of any structure bounded on either side by
piers, columns or pilasters, on the top by the lower edge of the upper façade, and on the
bottom by the sidewalk.

Structure: Any improvement on the land which extends or is otherwise placed above
ground level and which will be so placed or located for more than seven (7) days in any
calendar year. A geologic formation and other incidental amenities shall not be deemed a
structure for purposes of this article.

Texture: The visual or tactile surface characteristics created by shape, arrangement and
distribution of the component materials.

A sidewalk view of the Central Avenue
Historic District.

(Photo: Urban Planning Associates, Inc., February 15, 2005)
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